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ABSTRACT
X-shooter is the first second-generation instrument newly commissioned a the VLT. It is a high efficiency single
target intermediate resolution spectrograph covering the range 300 - 2500 nm in a single shot. We summarize
the main characteristics of the instrument and present its performances as measured during commissioning and
the first months of science operations.
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1. INTRODUCTION
X-shooter is the first 2nd generation VLT instrument and replaces at the Cassegrain focus of the Kueyen tele-
scope (UT2) the workhorse-instrument FORS1, after more than a decade of successful operations. This unique
instrument collects simultaneously the full spectrum of a single target from 300 to 2500 nm at a spectral resolu-
tion varying between 3,000 and 17,000 depending on the slit width and the wavelength. It consists of a central
structure (backbone), which supports three prism-cross-dispersed chelle spectrographs optimized for the UV-Blue
(UVB), Visible (VIS) and Near-IR (NIR) wavelength ranges respectively. At the entrance of each spectrograph
there is a slit unit, equipped with 11 arcsec long slits of different width. After the focus, two highly efficient
dichroics in series reflect the UVB and VIS light to the corresponding arms and transmit longer wavelengths to
the NIR arm. A slicer can be inserted in the focal plane, which reformats 1.8×4 arcsec on the sky into a 0.6×12
arcsec long slit. A functional diagram of the instrument is given in Fig. 1.

After two commissioning runs with the UVB and VIS arms only in November 2008 and January 2009, the
instrument reached its full configuration in March 2009 (see Fig. 1) and has been in science operations since
October 2009. It has lived up to expectations in terms of image quality, spectral resolution and simple and
robust operation. The possibility to collect the full spectrum from the atmospheric UV cutoff to the K band
at intermediate resolution in a single shot is an attractive option for a variety of scientific programs, from the
study of solar system bodies to the search of emission galaxies at high redshift. In the first two Calls where it
was offered for general use X-shooter has been the second most requested instrument at the VLT (after FORS).
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Figure 1. A view of X-shooter at the Cassegrain focus of the VLT UT2.

The Consortium which has built X-shooter consists of 10 institutes in Denmark, France, Italy, The Nether-
lands and ESO. The instrument has been completed in 5 years at a cost of 7 million Euros and ∼70 person-years.

Overview of the instrument and details on its design and manufacturing have been included in previous
SPIE publications by D’Odorico et al.1,2(Overview), Spano et al.3(Optical design), Kjaergaard-Rasmussen et
al.4(Backbone, UV-Blue and Visible spectrographs), Navarro et al.5,6 (Near-IR spectrograph), Roelfsema et al.7
(Cryogenic design), Guinouard et al.8 (Integral Field Unit), Vidali et al.9 (Control software) and Goldoni et
al.10 (Data reduction software). The present contribution focusses on the instrument performances (resolution,
throughput, background, stability) as measured during testing, commissioning and the first months of science
operations.

2. SPECTRAL FORMAT AND RESOLUTION
The spectral format of X-shooter is fixed. The whole spectral range is covered by 12 orders in the UVB, 15 in the
VIS, and 16 in the NIR. Orders are strongly curved (parabolic) and the spectral line tilt varies along orders. Both
slit height and width projection also vary from order to order and along each order due to a variable anamorphic
effect introduced by the prisms (crossed twice). The minimum separation between orders is 4 (unbinned) pixels
to allow inter-order background evaluation. The dichroic crossover between UVB-VIS and VIS-NIR is at 559.5
nm and 1024 nm respectively, near the location of atmospheric features. Grating line densities were chosen to
have the crossovers occur near the ends of the order. The spectral ranges on the detector and blaze wavelength
for each order are given in Fig. 2 together with an example of ThAr slit frame for each arm. These measurements
are in excellent agreement with the predicted spectral format.3

In terms of image quality and spectral resolution, the three arms of X-shooter perform fully within specifica-
tions. Resolution as a function of slit width is given in Fig. 3.

3. EFFICIENCY
Thanks to the very high efficiency of the two dichroics splitting light between the three arms and the careful
optimization of each arm, the resulting overall throughput of X-shooter is very high. The efficiency for each
order as measured during the last commissioning run using spectro-photometric standard BD+17 4708 is given
in Fig. 4. Taking orders individually (not combining signal from different orders), efficiency peaks at 33%, 34%
and 31% for the UVB, VIS and NIR arm respectively

The overall efficiency is essentially as predicted by multiplying efficiencies of the different optical elements
and detectors except for the J band where it is ∼30% below our original goal, due to losses that can only be
partly explained by scattering in the ZnSe cross-disperser prisms.
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Figure 2. Right: The X-shooter spectral format for the UVB (top), VIS (middle) and NIR (bottom) arm as measured at
the telescope. Left: an example of ThAr slit frame for each arm.

Figure 3. Measured resolution as a function of slit width.
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Figure 4. The overall throughput of X-shooter, including telescope, as measured during the last commissioning run in
September 2009 using spectrophotometric standard BD+17 4708. Blue curves represents raw measurements and black
curves show the efficiency corrected for atmospheric extinction (UVB and VIS only)



4. STABILITY
4.1 Flexures
Being mounted at the Cassegrain focus, X-shooter is subject to changing gravity vector, hence changes in
instrument flexures that have to be kept under control. This splits into two components: (i) flexures of the
instrument backbone (i.e. before the slit) that affect the relative alignment of the three spectrographs; (ii)
flexures within each spectrograph (i.e. after the slit) that mainly affect the quality of the wavelength calibration
and the sky subtraction.

4.1.1 Spectrograph flexures

Changes in the spectral format with position have been analyzed in details during integration and testing in
Garching and further checked during commissioning in Paranal. Performances at the telescope are shown in
Fig. 5. As can be read from panels a and b, flexures induce a simple rigid shift of the spectral format that is
!1.15 pixels in the UVB arm and ! 1.0 pixel in the VIS arm. No variation of image quality is measured for
those two arms.

Concerning the NIR arm, behavior is more complex as illustrated in panel c of Fig. 5 which shows the recorded
image motion for various calibration lines throughout the spectral format. Compared to their (X, Y) position at
zenith, spectral lines move by up to 1.4 pixels. However, this effect is larger on the edges than in the center of the
detector hinting to an effect of flexure on image scale. This is possibly due to some small residual motion of the
detector which is linked to a heavy copper bar reaching the LN2 tank to maintain its low operating temperature.
This hypothesis is further supported by measured variations of the spot FWHM by up to ∼15% which however
stays well within our image quality specifications.

4.1.2 Active flexure compensation of the backbone

One of the main challenges with the three arm design is to keep the three slits staring at the same patch of sky
at any position angle and zenithal distance. In order to always guarantee an alignment to better than 1/10th of
the narrowest slit width, X-shooter is equipped with an Active Flexure Compensation (AFC) system: each arm
has a piezo mounted folding mirror which is adjusted during each acquisition, immediately after the telescope
and the instrument have reached their position for science observations. Flexure measurement is done through
the following steps:

1. take simultaneously in the 3 arms an arc spectrum through the 0.5 arcsec pinhole located in the spectrograph
slit slide/wheel (Fig. 6a)

2. take a spectrum using a reference 0.5 arcsec pinhole in the Cassegrain focal plane (see Fig. 6b)

3. measure the displacement between the two frames (at the undeviated wavelength of the Atmospheric
Dispersion Compensator) using a cross-correlation algorithm

4. send corresponding commands to piezos (Fig. 6c)

5. repeat steps 2 & 3 to check convergence

This whole procedure comes at no expenses in terms of overheads since it is done in parallel with the telescope
active optics setup. It is operationally very robust and does not require any user interaction. Our measurements
show that it reliably maintains the three slits alignment to better than 0.02 arcsec, as illustrated in Fig. 7. As
a side product, the first frame of the sequence is actually an “attached” wavelength calibration that is used by
the data reduction pipeline to correct the wavelength solution for for thermally- and gravity-induced drifts (see
Modigliani et al.11).



(a) UVB (b) VIS

(c) NIR

Figure 5. Measured image position for a full rotation of the instrument at a zenithal distance of 60 deg taking as a reference
(0,0) the position measured at zenith. X and Y scales are in pixels. Pixel scale is 0.15 arcsec/pix for UVB and VIS and
0.2 arcsec for the NIR arm. The dotted circle shows our ±1 pixel flexure specification.
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Figure 6. The three steps of the flexure compensation procedure.
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Figure 7. Alignment of the UVB arm 0.5 arcsec pinhole with respect to the focal plane reference pinhole with (red) and
without the flexure compensation (black) through a full rotation of X-shooter at a zenithal distance of 60 deg. The AFC
allows to maintain the alignment to ∼0.01 arcsec, well within specification of 1/10th of the narrowest slit width.



Figure 8. Stability of the UVB (top), VIS (center) and NIR (bottom ) spectrograph stability over 6 consecutive nights
as measured during the third commissioning run. The dark and light green points show the FWHM in X and Y of a 0.5
arcsec pinhole, the black and blue points show the X and Y position of a reference calibration line with respect to its
position measured at zenith on the first day and the red points show the ambient temperature (for UVB and VIS only
since it is irrelevant for the temperature controlled NIR arm)

.



4.2 Overall stability in operations
Flexure measurements presented above represent a rather schematic case of a full rotation of the instrument at
60 deg zenithal distance within a very short time and are not necessarily representative of the actual stability
during a scientific observing run where other environmental effects such as temperature can be important. Fig 8
gives one example of monitoring of the instrument stability throughout one commissioning run of X-shooter in
March 2009.

Overall, during a given typical night, stability of the spectral format in each arm is stable within ∼1.5
pix. The most striking global trend is that of the UVB and VIS spectral format drift in the cross dispersion
direction (∼X) following the ambient temperature. This behavior is dominated by the change in refractive index
of the cross-dispersion prisms which essentially follows predictions at a rate of ∼0.5 pix/deg. A correlation with
temperature is also noticeable in the Y direction (∼dispersion direction) which can only be partly explained by
the fact that the slit image is tilted with respect to the lines and columns of the detector (see spectral format
in Fig. 2). Note also that the scatter in image quality visible in the UVB arm is due to an improper camera
focus-temperature relation at the time of that particular commissioning run. Since the NIR arm is temperature
controlled, its longer term stability appears much higher.

For a more detailed discussion of the long term stability and monitoring based on a physical model of the
instrument, please refer to Möhler et al.12 and Bristow et al.13

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented key figures demonstrating X-shooter’s high performances on sky. This unique
instrument lives up to expectations in terms high throughput, resolution and exquisite image quality. It is
overall a bit less stable than originally targeted but flexures are nevertheless kept within in a very reasonable
range ensuring no significant impact on scientific performance. The novel concept developed to compensate for
backbone flexures and accurately maintain the three slits staring at the same patch of sky is very efficient and
robust in operations.
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